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Junior Exhibit

Cole Stanfield

Unlocking the Genetic Code
Central Middle School (WBL)

Kathleen McGladdery

Special Olympics
Sunrise Park Middle School

Elley Graysmark

Gianna Kneepkens

Polymerase Chain Reaction and the Exploration of New DNA Techniques
Holy Rosary School

RJ Altman

Ryder Sitcawich

The Encounter between Andrew Jackson and Nicholas Biddle “The Bank War”
Woodbury Middle School

Group

Senior Exhibit

Katelynn Dorschner

Exploring Solutions, Encountering German POWs and Exchanging Culture in the Midwest
Jackson County Central High School

Azalea Ginete

Kate Kropid

Lucy Philbin

Jovanna Lopez Ramales

Exploring Solutions, Encountering German POWs and Exchanging Culture in the Midwest
Jackson County Central High School

Kate Mahonen

Rolling Stone Magazine
Forest Lake High School

Joanna Lopez Ramales

The Challenger Disaster:
The Encounter with Failure that Reformed NASA
Marshall School - Duluth

The Chicano Movement
DeLaSalle High School
Junior Performance

Strom Norcross
Strength in Numbers: Exploring the Role of Industrial Unions Through the 1894 Encounter Between the American Railway Union and the Great Northern Railway Lakes International Language Academy

Matthew Gearou
Hip Hop Dance
Salk Middle School

Sophie Davis

Preston Alleman
Cosette Isakson

Abigail Franta

Samuel Otten
Amari Piepkorn

Claire Schneider
Space Shuttle Challenger
Sunrise Park Middle School

Tessa Rohlf

No More Hiroshima: An International Exchange for Peace
CHOF School

Senior Performance

Sara Schluender
The Exploration, Encounter, and Exchange of Florence Nightingale that Led to the Founding of Modern Nursing
St. Catherine of Siena Academy

Ari Geerdes
Michaela Greenwood

Jacob Bluhm
Thomas Bluhm

Soren Eversoll
The Miracle of Minneapolis: Tyrone Guthrie and the Guthrie Theater
Highland Park Senior High School

Belinda Harms
Austyn Otten

Lucia Harms
Hope Piepkorn

Alyssa Schuett
We Were There Too: The Exchanging Roles of Women in WWII
CHOF School

Lauren Strandlund

The Lindbergh Kidnapping: The Notorious Encounter that Made Kidnapping a Federal Crime
CHOF School
Paper

Junior

Gabriel Chang-Deutsch
Native People in a Pacific World: The Native Alaskan Encounter and Exchange with Native People of the Pacific Coast
Barton Open School

Noah Rice
Co Chi Thi Nen: Vietnamese Immigrants Explore a New Home in Minnesota After the Fall of Saigon
Friends School of Minnesota

Senior

Camryn Franke
The Black Death, an Unforeseen Exchange: Europe’s Encounter with Pandemic Lead to an Exploration of the Arts
Washington Secondary Complex

Claire Davis
Establishing Power Behind the Policy: The Impact of the Exchanges Made During the XYZ Affair Encounters on American Foreign Policy
Highland Park Senior High School